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Generasi Electronic
Dec 2020 Brand Identity

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

Generasi Electronic is a new online entity 
that aims to create a new experience with the 
best price for customer in acquiring electronic 
products from a small TV remote to a massive 
refrigerator. We equipped Generasi Electronic a 
new brand identity that utilize progressive nad 
bold design elements to further emphasize is 
strong proffesionalism and character. 















Pintu
March 2020 Brand Identity

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

Pintu is a digital platform that aims to make 
cryptocurrency easier to be accepted and 
digested by people. Thus, enabling anyone to 
send money anywhere around the world, akin to a 
‘Pintu Kemana Saja’ (The Anywhere Door).

Pintu’s visual identity is formed on the premise of 
pintu as a portal or a gate that promises a thrilling 
adventure to a whole new realm. This idea is 
stylistically distinctive within the industry while 
functioning well as a smart visual analogy for the 
progressive nature of the brand, as well as the 
transition to a new and fresh fin-tech approach.













Brownfox Studio
February 2020 Website Development

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

As an ever-growing studio, Brownfox Studio 
updated its looks to reflect its new season and 
direction. We worked together to crafter their new 
company website that can deliver their vision. The 
result is a minimalist and clean website with bold 
typography that is further enhanced with a strong 
interactive animation.









Adam’s
May 2019 Brand Identity

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

Adam’s is a brand that develops product towards 
men’s most uncomfortable issues - one of it is 
targeting for those who are experiencing hair 
loss. The brand was crafted through careful usage 
and placement of simple and clean graphics, a 
bold layout and that communicates its message 
clearly, creating a sophisticated look with a single 
purpose to build trust.









September 2019 UX Design,
Website Development

LAST UPDATED SERVICE

As one of the world’s greatest place,
its worldwide traction requires a better online 
portal that delivers what the museum stands 
for. We work directly with the Design Team 
in Museum MACAN, to deliver a great User 
Experience and Website Functionality. While
also developing internal online tools that helps 
the Museum the day-to-day communication.

The website has been continuously maintained 
and updated to incorporate new content
and features.

Museum Macan









March 2019 Branding,
Website Development

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

Talent Cap is a Malaysian Based Human Resource 
Company founded in 2011. They reached out to us 
in 2018, to assist them in crafting a new identity 
that better reflects their company’s vision and 
mission as company that seeks game-changer. 
The result was a brand that is different than their 
competitors, by creating a playful visual with a 
tone of voice that invites the reader to reflect.

Talent Cap











Herbamojo

Following the success of Herbana, the team 
behind it launch a new line of product callled 
“Herbamojo” that is specifically targetted for 
Men’s health and performance. We collaborated 
with MALT studio to execute a website that can 
bring forth their vision and character.

The website has been continuously maintained 
and updated to incorporate new content
and features.

September 2018 Website Development

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE











K A I

KAI was formed from Anomali Coffee to hold 
the ever growing food and beverages services 
of Anomali Coffee, such as Coffee Equipment 
Supplies, Green Beans Trading and Coffee 
Training. We created a brand that embodies its 
Indonesian roots while emphasising on its vision 
to bring an additional edge and modernisation to 
the Indonesian Coffee Industry.

September 2018 Brand Identity

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE







July 2018 UX Design,
Website Development

LAST UPDATED SERVICE

In 2016, the newly established company seek 
to create a website that is capable to represent 
their company’s story. We collaborated with 
MALT studio in creating a an end-to-end bespoke 
e-commerce website aimed not only functionality 
but also visual experience. 

The website has been continuously maintained 
and updated to incorporate new content
and features.

Herbana









LET
Coffee and Eatery
January 2017 Brand Identity

DATE COMPLETED SERVICE

The coffeeshop LET, is a small coffeeshop 
established in 2017. The name LET is derived from 
‘Lima Enam Tujuh’ an Indonesian word for ‘Five 
Six Seven’. The whole design revolve around the 
meaning of LET while adding a contemporary 
twist to it.
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